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By using L-mobile service, Grimme can now map a 
seamless, digital, end-to-end service process based 
on the ERP system. 

The service orders created in MS Dynamics AX are 
passed on together with all the relevant information. 
They are then assigned to the appropriate fitter or 
team using the graphical L-mobile planning board. 
This results in the precise planning and handling of 
field service assignments and therefore effective ser-
vice management.

The mobile application provides an ideal way to 
communicate with fitters, as they can now also be 
reached via their mobile end devices at any time. 
Using a tablet with the mobile client (which is where 
the service application is presented) makes it much 
easier for field service fitters to record data, such 
as the work-order time accrued, materials installed, 
operating hours, and diagnostic messages. Once it 
has been signed digitally, the data is transferred to 
the digital field service report and this is emailed to 
the customer straight away. Instant feedback to the 
relevant location provides the basis for swift invoicing.

Solution
With over 150 machine types for potato, beet, and 
vegetable cultivation, the Grimme Group offers un-
doubtedly the widest and most comprehensive prod-
uct range in this segment. Their machines are sold 
in over 120 countries around the world via specialist 
partners. 

In order to ensure good service, the service process 
must be well-planned and consistently executed. 
There used to be a lot of paperwork involved for 
fitters. There was often a delay in the hand-written 
reports arriving at the relevant locations where office 
staff would then enter their contents again in the MS 
Dynamics AX ERP system. 

Manual entry of the additional data collected during 
the assignment was error-prone and time-consum-
ing. Parallel to this, Excel spreadsheets were used to 
document the service provided to the customer and 
the fitter’s travel time.

Due to the considerable time it took to enter all the 
data again in the ERP system, a solution was needed 
that would optimize throughput times and manual 
processes.

Challenge

In Use at Grimme

The team of over 50 fitters at Grimme Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG 
can now work with greater accuracy, speed, and efficiency
They use the L-mobile service solution to document the service provided to the customer.
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Grimme was impressed by L-mobile’s end-device-independent solution 
and the existing interface to the MS Dynamics AX ERP system. This was 
a key consideration for Grimme, along with the great price/performance 
ratio. The functions and their specific features were jointly defined with 
L-mobile in several workshops. 

The basic installation including connection to MS Dynamics AX and the 
L-mobile planning board was realized in an initial phase of the project. 
Following the implementation of the planning board, field service fitters 
were equipped with iPads and familiarized with the new possibilities for 
service management. Parallel to the initial rollout of the application, fur-
ther adjustments were made and additional functions were implemented 
for Grimme in order to optimally tailor the software to the specific needs 
of the service organization.

Speaking about the project, Gerald Wessel, Service Team Leader at 
Grimme, said: “The mobile solution provides us with a higher-quality, more 
complete set of data. We were able to make our deployment planning process 
more efficient, and are now able to respond quickly and dynamically to customer 
demands.” He added: “I would especially like to praise the dedication of the 
L-mobile project team, as it was their practical approach that enabled us to find a 
solution that met all of our requirements.”

Conclusion

• Integration with MS Dynamics AX and DMS d.velop d.3
• Entry and processing of field service work orders
• Scheduling of employees and teams 
• Management of vehicle stock
• Online/offline-capable mobile client
• Recording of diagnostic codes to improve quality
• Mobile management of device history records
• Mobile employee time tracking
• Multilingual digital field service report
• Checklists created, completed, and documented digitally
• Mobile creation of ad-hoc orders

Highlights

With over 150 machine types for 
potato, beet, and vegetable culti-
vation, the Grimme Group offers 
undoubtedly the widest and most 
comprehensive product range in 
this segment.

Grimme Landmaschinenfabrik 
GmbH & Co KG

Statement

Technical Details

“The mobile solution provides us 
with a higher-quality, more com-
plete set of data. We were able 
to make our deployment planning 
process more efficient, and are now 
able to respond quickly and dynam-
ically to customer demands.” 
Gerald Wessel, Service Team Leader at 
Grimme

ERP: MS Dynamics AX
Devices: iPads, smartphones, laptops
Wireless technology: LTE
Technology: HTML 5 Offline
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEfp9zOW2IgKmGGbAkoI1sQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/l-mobile-solutions-gmbh-&-co.-kg/
https://l-mobile.com/en/solutions-and-services/digital-service-management/
https://l-mobile.com/en/solutions-and-services/digital-service-management/

